Entrance & Exit Management System

FEATURES & BENEFITS

- Purchased Wash Services display on the Entrance screen.
- View and Manage StackNControl from the Entrance Management Sign.
- Animated Instructions to assist customers onto the conveyor.
- Touch Screen for Entrance Management Sign Only.
- Animated Count down and instructions to assist customers Exiting Tunnel.
- Set retracts anywhere in the tunnel when necessary.
- Cancel and Fire Rollers with one quick touch on the screen.
- Environmental controls allow use within the wash tunnel.
REQUIREMENTS & SPECIFICATIONS

- Mass of Equipment (kg) Dimensions:
  - 130kg / 286 lbs.
  - Base: H - 29 ½”
  - Overall: H - 72” x W 29 1/8” x D - 7”
  - Viewable Screen: H - 36 ½” W - 20 ½” tall = 42” Diagonal

- Light Emitting Diodes (LEDs): 11

- Multiple Mains Connections:
  - 2 - 115 VAC
  - One battery conditioned
  - One unconditioned

- Rated Voltage or Voltage Range: 100-240 VAC

- Rated Frequency Range (Hz): 50/60hz

- Rated Current: 6Amp

- Requires Cat 5 network cable from network switch.